STAGE CONSTRUCTION AND TRAFFIC HANDLING PLAN SHEET, EXAMPLE "70 SC-3"

The main purpose of "Stage Construction" plans is to show areas of work, and vehicular traffic. Show matching to encompass all areas of work, lane width divisions in the stage and any vehicular directional arrows within lanes as needed.

For additional typical information, refer to "STATE ROUTE 70 IMPROVEMENT PROJECT." From the same construction project, reference other items of work to be done during stage construction, drainage plans or other disciplines.

TEMPORARY ACCESS THROUGH THE WORK AT ALL TIMES.

Reference other items of work to be done during stage construction, drainage plans or other disciplines.

Directional arrows are for visual purposes only and are not a pay item. Place lane widths at the beginning and end of sheet.

Refer to DIB 91 Section 5 (PWP Devices) for additional PWP device information. Origin distances to the PWP devices from the object and/or work zone should be in compliance with the PWP barrier’s requirements/approved standards.

TO ACCOMMODATE BICYCLE TRAFFIC.

ATTENUATOR VEHICLE information is not usually presented in these plans.

This example is one of many examples of the various types of project plan sheets from the same construction project: "STATE ROUTE TO IMPROVEMENT PROJECT.”